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removed from the horizontally homogeneous
layer.
Until recently, it seemed that there was
no practical way to measure this acoustic
wave. The acoustic sampling network developed by Einaudi et al. [1989], however, provides a unique opportunity to sample this
type of atmospheric disturbance.
Meteorologistshave extensivelyexplored
Using arrays of low-frequency, infrasonic
the dynamics of various inertial and gravity
microphones or sensitive microbarographs,
wave motions in the atmosphere[Holton,
it is possible to determine the direction,
1992;Haltiner and Williams,19801.These
phase speed, and spectral characteristics of
motions are assumedto be essentiallyinatmospheric acoustic waves with frequencies
compressible,with the influence of sound
in the range of 20 Hz to less than .01 Hz.
wavesbeing unimportant. Exceptfor thunder Although pressure amplitudes of measured
and other propagationof audible sound
acoustic waves are quite small (of the order
waves,compressioneffectsin the atmoof 10-6of an atmosphere), digital real-time
spherehave been generallyignored. Reprocessing techniques as well as spatial
cently,a new theoreticalframeworkhas
noise reduction filters [e.g., Bedard, 1977,
beendevelopedwhich shows that thermally
1988] permit essentially continuous detecproduced compressionwavesare critical to
tion at distances from tens to thousands of
our understandingof atmosphericadjustmentprocessesand the total energybudget. kilometers from the source, except possibly
during strong local wind conditions. The
The thermally inducedwaves mayprovide
measured
powers from infrasonic waves
valuable indicators of convectiveprocesses.
Referredto as thermal compression/expan- from severe weather are in the range of 107
w. The development of the theoretical framesion waves,this wave energyoccurs whenwork reported in Nicholls and Pielke [1993a,
ever diabatic heat sourcesor sinks occur as
1993b] permits interpretation of the
discussedby Nicholls and Pielke [1993a,
low -frequency acoustic measure1993b].
The generationof a thermal compression ments in terms of the convective processes
wave can be described most simply for an
that caused them. On the one hand, it will
idealized,horizontallyhomogeneouslayer of be valuable to design an experiment to dethe atmospherewhose bottom boundaryis
tect the long period of thermal waves. In adthe ground. If it is assumedthat the pressure dition, it will be valuable to extend the nuis constanton this surfaceand heatis added merical simulations to include shorter-period
either throughthe surfaceor by other diaacoustic waves, which may also provide an
batic effectssuchas latentheating or radiaimportant index of storm severity.
tive flux convergence,the atmosphericlayer
Since the intensity of the thermal commust expand.This expansionis the thermal
pression waves is directly related to the
compression/expansion
wave and occurs at
amount of latent heat release, it is feasible
the speed of sound. The amount of expanto establish two separate in-space sampling
sion is directly related to the magnitudeof
networks in order to triangulate on a develthe diabatic heat input. However,the presoping cumulus cloud. The direction from
sure at the surfacecannot fall for this idealwhich the compression wave is propagating
ized example,becauseno masshas been
will be different at the two sampling sites, so
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that the geographiclocation of the heat releasedby the cumulus cloud can be determined. By assessingthe thermal compressible energythat is generatedby this cloud, it
should be possible to diagnosethe time evolution of the latent heating from this atmospheric system.This is an entirely new approachto assessthe intensity of developing
cumulus cloud featuresand mayprovide us
with a techniqueto independentlyevaluate
the severityof thunderstorms.
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